
COMS 359: Interactive Media



Agenda

• Announcement

• Review

• Web Design

• Preview



Review

• Tables

– Create html spreadsheets

– Page Layout



Review

• Table Tags

<table>…</table>

<tr>…<tr>

<td>…<td>

• Numerous Attributes

– <table> = border, rule, frame, bgcolor, width,
height, cellspacing, cellpadding, margin

– <tr> & <td> = align, valign, bgcolor, colspan, 
rowspan

• Page Layout using Tables



Basic Table



Attributes of the 

<table> tag



Attributes of 

the <tr> tag



Attributes of 

the <td> tag



Review - Layout



Today

• Topic

– Web Design

• Text
– Miller - ch. 1-4 

(pp. 1-117)



Today

• Introduction to Design

• Anatomy of a Web Page

• Web Design Unity

• Elements of Web Design



Introduction

• Learning Design

– Design is an art not an exact science

– Get you thinking about design as part of the 

communications strategy for your website

• Content / Form

• What you say / How you say it

– “Practice makes perfect”

• Instruction – common conventions and approaches

• Learning – learn by doing; learn by trying it out, 

making mistakes and solving problems



Introduction

• Design (def.)

– Design is a Plan 

To happen “by design” is for something to take place 

according to a prescribed plan. Not by accident.

– Design is a process

Series of decisions in order to create a final result

More decisions = higher complexity



Introduction

Design
Limiting subjective decisions 

and being creative within those 

limitations is the essence of 

what designers do.



Introduction

• Web Limitations

– User System

• Screen size = variable

• Operating System = variable

• Browser = variable



Introduction

• Web Limitations

– Font - 9 common fonts

– No pre-determined page 

height or width



Introduction

• Web Limitations

– Color Matching

– Images

– Rectilinear Layout



Good web design creates 

an experience for the user; 

expresses the personality 

of the content

Balancing Act: just enough 

control over the experience 

to feel empowered but not 

so much that one feels 

overwhelmed







Anatomy of a Web Page

Header

Navigation

Body / Content Side

Bar

Footer

Background



Anatomy of a Web Page

Print Conventions
Designers - Because most web 

designers were trained as print 

designers, elements from print 

were converted to web design.

Users – Most consumers of web 

content are already comfortable 

with print design and expect the 

same from the web



Anatomy of a Web Page

Header

Body / Content
Side

Bar

Footer



Anatomy of a Web Page

Print to Web conversion
Tables – provide print type layout

CSS – Absolute Positioning (project #2)



Header
• The one area that remains relatively

consistent throughout all pages

• Visual anchor for the site

• Establish the brand look and feel





Body / Content
The main informational part 

of the page.

Usually organized into a 

hierarchy with the most 

important information 

coming at the top (feature 

area)





Sidebar
Secondary information that 

either supports the main 

content or supplies links to 

additional information





Footer
Support section of the web site

Often contains copyright 

information and/or a basic site 

map with links to all pages.





Background
Complements page content

Supports page personality

Fills in the empty space on the page





Creativity
Modify the standard 

layout conventions



Web Design Unity

• Organization

– Logically grouping elements of a design and 

forming visual relationships between them 

– Whole is greater than the sum of its parts; unity 

of the site takes precedence over the individual 

elements

• Hierarchy

– Sequencing of elements in a design

– Indicate the relative importance of an individual 

element



Web Design Unity

White Space
Empty space in a design that creates 

visual organization by grouping 

elements together and separating 

groups of elements from each other.

White space is not accidental or just 

left over empty space. It is deliberately 

constructed and utilized to produce a 

particular look and feel.



Web Design Unity

Figure / Ground
White space = Ground

Page elements = Figure

Goal of design is to achieve balance 

between figure and ground; work 

together to create a unified whole.



Grids
One of the oldest ways to create 

balance between figure and ground 

is though the use of a grid system.

Grids not only organize the 

elements of a design, they organize 

the space within the design

Swiss Style of Graphic Design - 1958



Monitor Resolution
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850 to 

950 px

<table align=“left”>



Monitor Resolution

1024 px

7
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<table align=“center”>



Monitor Resolution
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<tr width=“150”> <tr width=“600”> <tr width=“150”>

Fixed Size



Monitor Resolution

1024 px
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<tr width=“20%”> <tr width=“60%”> <tr width=“20%”>

Variable Size



Elements of Web Design

• Color

• Texture

• Imagery & Iconography

• Scale

• Depth & Dimension

• Animation

• Variability



Elements of Web Design

• Color

Relationships of color help users 

create associations among otherwise 

unrelated elements within a design

Contrasting color can help a 

designer guide and direct a user 

through a layout



Elements of Web Design

• Texture

Gives the user the sense of 

a tactile experience and 

helps connect him or her to 

the content of the page



Elements of Web Design

• Imagery & Iconography

Use images to tell the 

story. Images not only 

illustrate the content; 

images are the content.



Elements of Web Design

• Scale

Contrast of size or scale is 

one way designers add a 

sense of drama to a design.

Scale is relative, so there must 

be other elements on the page 

to provide comparison.



Elements of Web Design

• Depth & Dimension

Provides an element of 

realism and give the user 

a more tactile experience



Elements of Web Design

• Animation

Used to layer information, 

represent a sequence of events, 

or respond to user actions.



Elements of Web Design

• Variability

Keep things fresh and 

relevant by making 

small alterations in 

page design elements.



Summary

• Introduction to Design

• Anatomy of a Web Page

• Web Design Unity

• Elements of Web Design



Preview

• Audio and video

– Duckett - ch. 9 (200-224)

– Bring earbuds or headphones 


